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As the nights draw in and the leaves turn colour and fall, there is still plenty
to keep us engaged with our mammal wildlife in the season ahead. I’ve
designated this issue a special aquatic mammal themed issue as we have a
total of eight incredible marine or freshwater mammal species featured in our
articles, with the return of numerous regular and faithful contributors to our
pages. Photographer and wildlife adventurer Robin Bennett has served up
two great articles for the Newsletter; one close to home and one describing
his most ambitious mammal adventure yet; he proves that it is not only Stuart
who can write about American mammals! Truly a trip of a lifetime and some
unforgettable sightings of the world’s largest mammals- the great whales off
the Californian coast, not to mention the sea otters and sea-lions he spotted
along the shorelines.
Hannah Farley brings us an up close and very thrilling Mammal Eyewitness
encounter off the Farne Islands; an experience which I’m sure she’ll remember
for many years. Leah Patterson winds up a year of the successful Shropshire
Otter Project and in Notes from the Chair, Stu explores some new camera trap
strategies for the species. Dave Lewis offers an insight into the survival
strategies of feral dogs in the south Shropshire countryside; Sam DevineTurner brings us an encounter with a most out-of-character dormouse and
Sara Pearce warns of the ups and downs of hedgehog fostering.
There’s an interesting selection of mammal record photographs from Lorcán
Adrain’s archives - the all-important photographs which you, the members
have sent in to support the vital mammal records you’re making for
Shropshire. Some of these do feature dead, and sometimes, unfortunately
mutilated mammals, but please do not think these are needlessly gratuitous
or disrespectful; the photographs are taken for scientific reasons and all play
their part in validating records and furthering our knowledge of the
distribution of the county’s mammals. We should all consider doing this where
possible or safe to do so; it really helps our county recorder. We’ve very
nearly got a wallaby record for Shropshire too – there is at least one lurking
on our borders! Read Stuart’s exciting article about a Staffordshire sighting!
We close the Autumn issue with two helpings of bones nonsense, a thoughtprovoking article by a pseudonymous contributor arguing the case
against persecution of the red fox, a couple of talks reviews and the
usual round-up of forthcoming events. Look out for your next SMG
Newsletter in your mailbox just before Christmas. (Contributions
needed / Don’t hold back / Get scribing!) Have an excellent autumn!
Ric Morris

ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
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Heads–up!
Are any of you also members of Herefordshire Mammal
Group? Indeed… why wouldn’t you be! I have been asked to
run my Mammal Bones ID Workshop for HMG so this will take
place on Saturday 11 November 2017 from 1000 hrs to 1600
hrs (approx.) at Hampton Bishop Village Hall, HR1 4JY.
There will be a charge of £12 per delegate to cover HMG’s
costs and as usual, places are limited. It may be necessary
to join HMG in order to book as they are likely to give priority
to their members. Enquiries to HMG’s Leigh Russell on
leigh_russ2003@yahoo.co.uk.
If any SMG members would be interested in my running this
workshop again locally next year, please make yourself
known to our events co-ordinator Sam Devine-Turner or any
SMG Committee member. Form an orderly queue now!

The usual disclaimer applies- the
opinions expressed in the SMG
Newsletter are those of the individual
contributors, not necessarily the views
of the SMG, unless stated to be so.

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Notes from the Chair
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by Stuart Edmunds, SMG Chair

It has probably been over two years since I wrote a Note from the Chair without giving pine martens all the
attention. This month, it is all about the pine marten’s aquatic cousin- the otter. The number of otters I have
recorded on camera traps this summer has increased massively compared to previous years. Camera
trap capabilities have improved year-on-year and most of the models currently on the
market are now equipped with motion detection sensors that can detect animals as they
The snappily
leave the water. Older models, which triggered when a heat source was detected,
named miracle
generally failed to trigger on an otter that had just climbed out of a river as the external
kit that is (deep
temperature of the otter would be the same as the water it had just left. In contrast,
breath…) the
the latest Bushnell E3 appears to be so sensitive that it can detect an otter while it is
Bushnell Trophy
still in the water. This has allowed me to gain footage of otters, by placing a camera
Cam HD
trap monitoring a river bank and area of open water to detect otters.
Essential E3

Floaty otter station…

Low Glow
With
the
improved
reliability of my camera
traps, I have been experimenting with
otter monitoring techniques to see if we
can also improve the reliability of survey
techniques
when
using
modern
technology.
Particularly improvements
are needed to monitor otters on larger
water bodies like the River Severn, where
is difficult to locate otter field signs on
large sections of river bank due to
bankside vegetation cover. So, I
adapted a mink raft (kindly donated
Kate Long – mink raft donor
by Kate Long) by removing the
tunnel section and added a post for a camera trap to be
attached to. The raft could then be attached to strong
ropes, tied to the river bank and be left to drift a few metres
out into the river. Otters, like most other mustelids, are
inquisitive creatures and will often investigate new features
in their path.

The floating otter station was deployed in the Severn at
Preston Montford along a heavily vegetated section of bank
and was left to float out about a metre from the bank for two
weeks. During that period, there were a couple of wet spells
which would prove to be the ultimate test of the station as the
river levels rose and fell. But on my return to the contraption,
I was surprised to find that it was no longer floating on the
river. It was instead stranded, a metre above the river and
hanging on the bank at a steep angle. The river level had
fallen by over one metre in a two week period and with only
1.2 metres of rope attached to the floating station, as the river
level decreased, the whole thing got held on the bank.
Despite this, it did record an otter, but unfortunately only
when the water level had dropped and the raft was no longer
floating. So, I am still not sure if an otter will attempt to
climb onto it straight from water just yet… but do know that
it is interesting enough to attract the attentions of a passing
otter.

Like one of those puzzling optical illusion images, here you
see Stu holding his camera phone with an attractive building
behind, all overlaid onto a foraging otter. Result!

Anyone reading the news in the last few weeks will be aware that a pine marten was recently caught on camera trap in
Forestry Commission woodland in north Yorkshire. Since then, the marten- a large male- has shown up once more too.
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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NatureSpy, the team responsible for recording the first Yorkshire pine marten in 35 years, has successfully raised enough
funds since the discovery to buy new camera traps. We will be watching with interest to see if any more pine martens
show up on the additional cameras.

NatureSpy’s news broke on 7th August and the update above
appeared on their website a couple of days later. In mid-September
a second clip was found on a trap and announced on Facebook!
I have experimented with a few things to collect records of other animals- stoats, weasels, and polecats mainly, using
plastic tubing, hollowed-out logs and enclosed bait stations on feeding platforms. None of those has been reliable in
attracting smaller mustelids so far. If you have tried anything similar, with more success, it would be fascinating to hear
how you got on…and maybe you can share your experiences in the next newsletter!
Stuart Edmunds

Corporate members of Shropshire Mammal Group

by Malcolm Monie, SMG Membership Secretary & Treasurer

Shropshire Mammal Group is grateful to its corporate members for their support .

Pearce Environment Ltd
Whitchurch Community Water Vole Project
Shropshire Wildlife Trust - Ellesmere Branch
The British Hedgehog Preservation Society
Keith Roberts and Son, Lower Wallop Farm
Field Studies Council, Preston Montford
Meres and Mosses Landscape Partnership Scheme / Nature Improvement Area
We hope you all enjoy your membership and the chance to get involved with our activities.
Malcom Monie
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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California ‘Big Blue’ adventure
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Words & photos by Robin Bennett

Who doesn’t love whale-watching! Humpbacks are one of my favourite cetaceans and a family holiday to
California this summer meant that sightings were almost guaranteed but – even more exciting – there was a
chance of realising a childhood ambition to see a blue whale in the flesh. Spoiler alert! On 12th August that
dream came true!
Monterey Bay
A couple of years ago, the BBC made a spectacular set of wildlife programmes called Big Blue Live from Monterey Bay in
California. The programmes featured some of the key mammal species seen in the
bay including humpbacks, Southern sea otters, Californian sea lions and blue whales.
The coverage was so inspiring that Catherine & I made a mental note to visit one
day and take the kids to see the amazing wildlife on show.
Monterey Bay Sanctuary Facts
Shoreline length: 276 statute miles (almost exactly, which is about one quarter of California's coast).
Size: 6,094 square statute miles or 4,601 square nautical miles — about the size of Connecticut.
Deepest point: 12,713 feet or 3,250 metres in the Monterey Bay Submarine Canyon, which is deeper
than the Grand Canyon.
Volume: 4,480 cubic miles or 7,469,681,093 Olympic-sized swimming pools.
Average ocean surface temperature: 55F
Marine mammals: 34 species
Seabirds and shorebirds: more than 180 species
Fish: at least 525 species
Turtles: 4 species
Invertebrates: 31 phyla
Marine algae: 450-plus species
Historical sites: 1,276 reported shipwrecks and 718 prehistoric sites
From PBS Big Blue Live webpage

Big Blue Live image BBC / PBS
Map PBS

This summer we had that opportunity so we booked a few
days in Monterey itself as part of a road-trip holiday down the
Californian coast. Monterey is a tourist town geared up for
whale-watching and we pre-booked our first trip out into the
bay leaving spare days in case of bad weather.
Californian sea lions (Zalophus californianus)
These are the most obvious mammals in the bay with
thousands hauled in and around Monterey Harbour making

their
presence
heard. You can’t miss them or their smell – think ‘dodgy
fishmonger at the end of a hot summer’s day’ and you
won’t be far wrong.
Sea lions are doing well off California and tolerate human
activities very well. They have a lifespan of twenty to
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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thirty years and a varied diet based on squid and plentiful small fish (anchovies, mackerel and so on). They are also
easy to identify compared to the harbour seals as the sea lions are members of the eared seal family, Otariidae, and
have obvious external ear flaps.
Southern sea otters (Enhydra lutris nereis)
Looking more like beavers than our
Shropshire otters, the sea otters take a little
more time and patience to spot as they are
much smaller than the sea lions and are
much more wary of humans. After a few
minutes looking around the harbour we
started to get our eyes in and realised that
many of the clumps of floating kelp hid an
otter or two. They wrap themselves in the
kelp to keep themselves afloat while
grooming, eating or sleeping – very, very
cute indeed.

Cute… but allegedly they rape baby seals to death, y’know.
Not like Lutra lutra, who wouldn’t dream of such depravity

While I was in a particularly otter-obsessed
phase a few years ago, I travelled the
length & breadth of the UK looking for
otters, and when visiting the islands off
Scotland I’d often be asked if I’d seen the
‘sea otters’. In fact, all otters in and
around the UK are Eurasian ‘river otters’
and even if they are living on beaches and
in the sea they are the same species as
those found in the Severn in Bridgnorth
and Shrewsbury. The Southern sea otter
is a different animal altogether and is, in
fact, the smallest truly marine mammal.
Almost hunted to extinction for their fur,
they are now fully protected and
numbers are increasing well. Almost
80% of the world’s Southern sea otters
live in Monterey Bay and so the National
Marine Sanctuary status is vital for their
continued population growth.

Humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae)
I’ve been very fortunate to have the chance to study humpbacks around
the world. Monterey Bay turned out to be as good as any humpback
hot-spot I’ve visited and you’re virtually guaranteed to see lively
humpback activity with 30 minutes of leaving the harbour.
They are unmistakable when you get out to sea – not specifically
because they have a ‘hump’ (although they do) but because their huge
pectoral fins are unique and they are very, very active whales. They
slap the surface with their fins and tails and also regularly breach,
especially when the sea is rough.

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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At times we had 50+
animals in sight– an
amazing spectacle– and
we were very lucky to
encounter a particularly
friendly
whale
which
approached the boat and
was interested in us and
the vessel. I could have
touched the whale as it
peered at us and blew
bubbles under the keel.
The interaction between
the sea lions and the
whales
was
most
surprising & interesting.
Hundreds of sea lions
were
co-operatively
feeding with the whales,
diving down and corralling
fish into bait balls. The
whales would then surge
through the fish leaving
the sea lions to easily pick
off stunned survivors.
You simply can’t watch
whales and be disappointed – ever – but I had kept everything crossed in the hope of seeing the largest animal to have
ever lived on our planet: a blue whale. And so after our family-friendly four hour trip, I booked on an eight-hour
‘enthusiast only’ voyage out into the bay with Nancy Black (below), the leading (though controversial) marine biologist
in the area, in the hope that she could find us one. And she did not disappoint!
Humpback (The blue whale is on the next page!)

Blue whale
(Balaenoptera musculus)
Words are not enough.
You’ll know the stats I’m
sure – 200 tonnes, 30+
metres long, 100 year
lifespans… these marine
giants
are
simply
awesome and my 48 year
wait to see one was worth
it.
They are still perilously

rare despite being protected worldwide and their numbers are only increasing very
slowly (in comparison to humpbacks, for example, which are now so numerous that
they are not deemed to be endangered at all). Off California, approximately 1600
individuals migrate each year from their breeding grounds off Central America to feed
on the krill blooms in the bay.

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Eight hours is a long time
to be on a small boat in
choppy seas but as we
approached the edge of a
submarine canyon (where
the krill feed on uprisings
of nutrients) we spotted
the first blue whale spout
and it was huge – much
bigger than a humpback.
The sense of pleasure and
relief amongst the crew,
the photographers and the
general enthusiasts was
palpable and for the next
30 minutes we followed a
pair of feeding whales!






Top Tips
Take sea-sickness medication if you may be ill – all of the watch-watching boats are small and the sea is rarely calm.
Dress with plenty of layers too as it gets very cold off shore
Nancy Black’s operation is the most expert in Monterey (she contributes to a number of scientific surveys) but she isn’t
without her critics – check out her website at www.gowhales.com
If you really want to see blue whales, pick the right time of year and a longer trip (8 or 12 hours). Orcas are also
common but only in certain months. Do a bit of research before you plan a whale-watching trip wherever you go in
the world to see them
If California isn’t a possibility, there are plenty of cetacean-spotting opportunities around the UK. My favourite spots
are New Quay in Wales and Chanonry Point in Scotland for bottlenose dolphins and the Brittany Ferries trip across the
Bay of Biscay for fin & sperm whales. Humpbacks are now a possibility too, especially off Scotland, and they are
becoming increasingly more common around the UK
Robin Bennett
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Words & photos by Dave Lewis

The ‘Man-Cave’ (or indoor shed) has now taken shape; the carpet was removed to reduce the dust, floorboards sanded & painted, including the walls and the legacy furniture has been dumped or revitalised to be
more in-keeping with a working area. Old and surplus gear and equipment has been turned into cash or
more relevant kit and the prospect of retirement from what seems like a lifetime of offshore servitude is several steps
closer to reality. A happier bunny there never was.
The magic of a reduced timetable has meant that we could devote more resources to our dog-fostering; and thereby
hangs a large tail! Now I readily appreciate that talking about dogs to mammal enthusiasts is a mixed bag of biscuits,
but there is a point to it. Back in the spring (March through May) the dog charity that we’re involved with got notice of
a collie/kelpi bitch, which had long gone feral, had yet another litter of five pups and were all ensconced in a upland
copse adjacent to sheep-fields. One of our volunteers managed to trap one of the pups early on; we have since redomesticated it successfully and re-homed it. However the situation deteriorated when the famer shot the bitch, leaving
four pups to survive in the copse area, eating and foraging any consumable material; this included plastic sheeting, rope,
sheep droppings, rodents and earth debris and beetles - you get the picture. So it was vital for us to recover the
remaining four. The fortitude of the volunteers in visiting, coaxing and feeding the pups for countless hours in dismal
weather and often at a distance was rewarded by another three getting trapped or
caught. We had mammal traps, cages, pens and nets, but the pups became very
Ceri, Todd and Max
wised-up and progressively smarter as time passed. Our efforts were observed by
them and they studiously avoided that area or bit of kit; our own learning process
was an ongoing project itself. The recovered pups have all since been rehomed
around the Midlands but the last, and perhaps wisest pup was the most challenging
to catch. He was opportunistically penned and recovered, but still, at time of
writing in late summer, awaiting to be re-homed.

The last pup!

The whole exercise was a salutary experience. The
devotion displayed by the volunteers for the dogs’
welfare was inspirational and the exalted skill-set
we’ve all acquired in animal behaviour is helping us in
many fields. Getting inside a dog’s head is confusing enough, but add to that a totally feral
dog and you’re essentially dealing with a wild animal with all the survival instincts that go
with it.

The close observations that I and the others had when recovering the pups (the last was 5
months old when caught) enabled us to recover yet another dog rather more quickly. We’d
taken custody of a collie that was sorely neglected and beaten; we had her for an hour
before she managed to exit the house, leap over a two metre gate and leg it through sundry
houses and into the local area. Our initial actions were, of course, futile.
She’d been brought to us a wreck and wanted nothing to do with humans. We and others left food out
for her; doubtless some went into cats or foxes; and had sightings from all over Clun. Now when we
put our thinking caps on, we saw that she was initially using a small circuit which got larger day by
day. The locals were vital for the flow of information and it was noted that she was using a local farm
over a kilometre away for food and occasional shelter. So, with great co-operation and deploying the
trap of an evening, we got a call from the farmer the following morning that she was caught. Result!!
The noticeable change in her behaviour from the dog we initially evaluated to the one caught was
astonishing. Her eight days of freedom plus a supply of food was enough to make her more relaxed,
and actually pleased to see us. She had a small meal (important not to over strain the system) and a
drink, and taken to another house, the garden of which was more secure than ours. She integrated
well with the dogs there, and has since been successfully re-homed!

A happier Jess.

The freedom to roam, eat and sleep at will and where a ready supply of food is forthcoming, provides a powerful
circumstance to survive and enjoy life. This year’s events, so far, has given me an even greater respect for the naturally
wild mammals that we study and try to photograph. My own retirement from working life is going to be great!
Dave Lewis
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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by Sara Pearce

Ric and Stuart have nominated me to write a short piece for the Shropshire Mammal Group Newsletter on
the joys of fostering hoglets (or hedgepiglets as I firmly believe they should be called). So here goes!
I have two summer orphans at the moment. They were placed with me following a hedgehog foster training event run
jointly between Shropshire Wildlife Trust and West Midlands Hedgehog Rescue. The aim of the event was to give people
the brutal facts on fostering hoglets and put them off as much as possible.
It worked. We had an event with over 60 people and now have a mere ten
people who want to progress to providing a foster home.
Brutal fact 1: they are the animal equivalent of having teenagers in the
house; namely, they really smell, are grumpy and give almost nothing back
in terms of affection or entertainment.
Brutal fact 2: they smell– you cannot misunderestimate (one for the fans
of George Bush there) the stinkiness of hedgehogs. They really smell.
Brutal fact 3: they have a tendency to get ill and die at the drop of a hat
when being kept in captivity. It’s so sad. Anyway, back to more fun things,
like live hedgepiglets.
My partner wasn’t thoroughly consulted about the bringing home of our
new prickly foster children. When I say thoroughly, I probably mean ‘at
all’. No, I do mean ‘not at all’, as in “surprise darling, we’ve got baby
hedgehogs!” He took it reasonably well, but didn’t seem enamoured (I
know, how could someone not love having baby hedgehogs in the house!
Madman.)
To facilitate the bonding process I said he
could name them. After at least 36 hours of
not joining in, he decided to name them after
his two university friends, Phil and Grist, who
were visiting for the weekend. They both joined in with gusto and
helped to weigh their namesakes; they now text for updates to see who’s winning the chubby
challenge.
Phil (the hedgehog) has consistently beat Grist on the scales, much to Phil’s delight. He’s
extremely competitive. They (the hedgehogs, not the humans) have now doubled their
weight in only 6 weeks and have another 100g each to go before they hit their target release
weight of 650g – 750g.
By feeding the hoglets up before releasing them, we’re making sure they have the best
chance possible of surviving the winter and going on to make more little hedgehog babies.
Release is always a sad affair, despite the brutal facts outlined above and irrespective of
the fact that they can’t wait to get away from you as soon as possible.

Saying farewell to Fatty,
a previously fostered hog

We’ve been identifying release sites carefully, as the fostering programme is a great opportunity
to increase genetic diversity of isolated populations; that’s why it’s so important to make those records with
SMGrecord@gmail.com
Autumn is the busiest time of year for hedgehog rescue centres, if anyone can donate a few quid to support West
Midlands Hedgehog Society this autumn then you can do so here: www.wmhr.org.uk
Sara Pearce

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
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Forest of Dean wild boar adventure
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Words and photos by Robin Bennett

There is a small community of wildlife photographers on Facebook and Flickr and we sometimes swap wildlife
location tips. Not everyone is keen to share, but when I saw that an Internet friend had posted some amazing
close-up images of wild boar hoglets from the Forest of Dean I was keen to find out more. He generously
pointed me in roughly the right direction in time for a family break to the forest cabins at Christchurch.
Forest of Dean
About an hour or so from Shropshire, the Forest of Dean is in the western part of Gloucestershire and has become
(in)famous for its increasing population of wild boar. Probably released illegally in two or three incidents since the late
1990s, the population has grown now to 1,500+ across the forest. The Forestry Commission have a plan to keep the
numbers to 400 and cull every year in an attempt to reduce the population to a level that the environment and the local
human population will tolerate.
Studies have suggested that the forest could possibly support a boar population
approaching 10,000 animals before it begins to self-regulate due to lack of food;
but the impact of the numbers already present is significant. If you drive or walk
through the forest you may not see the normally shy animals themselves, but
you’ll immediately see the evidence of their rooting behavior, with verges, sports
fields and gardens all being treated the same way by the impressively tough boar
snouts. I’m no gardener but, if I were, I would not appreciate the impact that a
boar could do in one night and as they are such powerful animals keeping them
out with fencing is really not easy. Not all locals are anti-boar though as they are
now attracting tourists and wildlife lovers. Re-wilders (like me) are thrilled that
such impressive mammals are roaming
free again in British woodland.
Boar Behaviour
My daughter Marina pointing
Wild boar are pretty secretive by nature and
to
some
boar
rooting
surprisingly difficult to see as they tend to hide in
evidence
the forest during the day and only really become
active at night. Previous trips to the forest with my
trailcams had caught images of lone males but I’d never managed to see one in
the flesh despite hunkering down in likely spots for hours on end.
Armed with the
knowledge from
my friend, this
time I felt like I
had a better
Early trail cam attempt
chance and over the course of the
week away I spent hours in and
around one particular coppice to see what I could see.
Initially, my kids were keen to come with me but after a
few no-shows they started to think Boar = Bored so my
fifth visit in the early evening to reset my trailcams was
a lone affair. In truth, my expectation levels were pretty
low too so when I turned a corner and came face-to-face
with this huge female I was rooted (no pun intended) to
the spot with surprise! Within seconds, the hoglets
started to appear and she ushered them across the path
keeping one eye on me and the other on her offspring. A
family group is called a ‘sounder’ and can often contain
8-10 hoglets which is quite a sight. These large families
are one of the consequences of the farmed heritage of the Forest of Dean boar – truly wild stock tend to have smaller
litters and are certainly more wary of people.
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so I
my
and
sow

The sounder!

Sow and humbugs on trailcam

Success!
Returning back to our cabin armed with
a photo or two and a story to tell, we
got one of our kids enthused enough to
come back at dawn and have another
go and the next morning we walked the same path and initially saw…. nothing. A few loops of the coppice later with
nothing to see, we were about to give up when – out of the blue – a hoglet burst out of the undergrowth and onto the
path. Within seconds, another 20 or so arrived as if shaken out of a bag! My wife, son & I flopped to the ground and sat
in amazement as the hoglets ran towards us, over our feet and then between us and back
Run-past of the tiny hoglets!
into the undergrowth. Phenomenal.
Top Tips

If you’re a dog-owner, I
would advise you don’t walk
your dog in the forest if you
want to see the boar. The
dog will either scare the boar
away or, worse still, boar
have been known to attack
and kill dogs on occasions


There is a blog here:
http://friendsoftheboar.blogspot.co.uk/ where sightings
are sometimes posted.
This is also a source of
interesting information about the whole boar-lover vs
boar-hater debate



If you’re not particularly mobile or don’t want to walk in
the forest to look for boar, driving slowly in the evenings
around Parkend will give you a chance to see boar from
your car. Look carefully along the verges and into the
woods and keep your eyes peeled and fingers crossed.
Best of luck!
Robin Bennett
Wise advice
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by Stuart Edmunds

Well, not quite in Shropshire, but right on the border with south Staffordshire, near Pattingham. On the
morning of 31st August, I received a Facebook notification to ask me to identify a mammal in a photo that had
been taken the night before. To my surprise, the mammal in question wasn’t the usual polecat or stoat, but
appeared to be a marsupial of some kind. The creature was observed on the edge of a lane in the car headlights for a
few minutes and the driver managed to take a photo through her windscreen.
Before jumping (or hopping) to conclusions on the exact identity of the animal, I asked a
friend and wildlife expert in Australia to confirm what it was. There are 44 species of wallaby
in the world, spread over eight genera, all of which are native to Oceania (Australia and
Papua New Guinea being the best know islands for marsupials- not New Zealand). I have
been fortunate enough to encounter a variety of wallabies, both in the wild and at sanctuaries
in Australia, but I often forget just how many wallaby species there are out there. We have
all heard of the name wallaby, but people are unaware of the different varieties - the black
footed rock wallaby, Petrogale lateralis; the parma, Macropus parma; tammar, Macropus
eugenii and swamp wallabies, Wallabia bicolor being a few examples. Throw the Pademelon
group (seven species in the genus Thylogale; smaller than wallabies) into the mix, along
with Dorcopsis and Dorcopsulus (two more genera of similar small macropods) and it
becomes clear that wallaby identification isn’t as straightforward as you might assume.

The wild wallaby species generally spotted living wild in the UK is the Tasmanian
sub-species of the red-necked wallaby Macropus rufogriseus rufogriseus, or
Bennett’s wallaby, which is a variety that has adapted to the cooler weather of
Tasmania. And they can quickly get used to the climate of the UK. The most
distinguishing feature (surprisingly not a red neck) of the Bennett’s Wallaby is the black fur on their front and hind
paws, along with a black stripe between their eyes.
So, I was quite happy that we had a definite identity of the Pattingham wallaby, but the big question still remained:
where did it come from? Being a juvenile, it could also be assumed that there might be an adult female and male
roaming free too; after all, there have been murmurs in the area of people seeing wild wallabies. The nearest public
collection of Bennett’s wallabies is Dudley Zoo, ten miles from the location of the sighting, but none has been reported
missing. The most likely option is that this wallaby is the result of an escape from a private collection, or is someone’s
pet. Yes, alarmingly, it is possible to buy a pet wallaby (though I would not recommend getting one). The Moonridge
Farm website gives an idea of how easy it is to get a wallaby (as well as the high cost). This isn’t an ideal scenario
as wallabies need enrichment and a lot of space. Keeping a wallaby in a back garden would be cruel and could lead
to an escape quickly occurring.
So, it is most likely that the Shropshire/Staffordshire wallaby is a recent escapee, possibly from a property nearby
with a reputation for keeping some exotic animals in an enclosure (no names mentioned). As a species known for
being calm and happy in the presence of humans in their natural location, if there were more wallabies out there,
there would be a lot more sightings of them in the area. This was probably an encounter with a recently escaped
young wallaby, rather than a young wallaby being born in the wild. But it just goes to show that a drive around rural
lanes at night could result in some interesting animal encounters!
Stuart Edmunds
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Totally gratuitous image of a Bennet’s wallaby skull, just in case
you find one on the roadside verge one day. They don’t have
much road sense. (Lawrence & Brown 1973)

On the aforementioned Facebook post, the majority of comments suggested that the wallaby
photographed on the Shropshire border was either a parma wallaby, a black-footed rock
wallaby or a red-necked wallaby Macropus rufogriseus. A check of the photo from my friend
in Australia confirmed that this wallaby was definitely a young red-necked wallaby. Although
this was a surprising discovery for the Shropshire and south Staffs area, the red-neck has
established itself in several colonies around Britain; the best known of which was the Peak District colony in Derbyshire.
Being half a world away from their native islands, the only way that wallabies could end up being a sight in the English
countryside is if they have been illegally released, or if they have escaped from
private collections or sanctuaries. Red-necks are surprisingly good escape artists,
as the owners of Woburn Safari Park have found out to their detriment on many
occasions.
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by Sam Devine-Turner

A beautiful sunrise above a luscious green woodland, dew-drenched plants covering the ground, and the
calls and songs of various birds offered a peaceful start to a day of monitoring dormouse boxes at Harton
Hollow, a stunning little woodland owned by Shropshire Wildlife Trust and part of the
wider Wenlock Edge strip of woodland across south-east Shropshire. A day of
monitoring that would not remain as peaceful, and would forever be etched in the
minds of the monitors as a dark one…
Harton Hollow seems to be split into two undefined sections: one that is darker,
contains less hazel and therefore in previous years has not seen any hazel dormice or
their nests in the boxes placed there; and one that is much lighter, contains more
hazel and more of a varied understory, and therefore is more appealing to dormice
and has proven to be so by offering up the little critters and their nests in the compact
wooden homes that we provide for them.
Wenlock Edge Pic: Ric
A group of Shropshire Wildlife Trust volunteers who usually carry out work in the Telford and
Wrekin area had been eager to work on other sites, and so their help had been enlisted over winter
of 2016/2017 to begin transforming the woodland into one fit for dormouse kings and queens. This work had entailed
coppicing a small section approximately 20 metres by 20 metres in size within the darker part of the woodland, covering
cut stumps with brash to protect the regrowth from hungry deer and planting extra hazel in case of a lack of regrowth.
Leftover brash was also piled between the footpath and the coppiced section to discourage disturbance of the area and
to provide further nesting potential for birds and mammals. Furthermore, a grant from Tesco Bags of Help bought us
some hedge trees to plant along the boundary between the
site and the agricultural land next to it, enhancing the site
Nest to check. Pic: Sam
even further for our furry friends.
It seems this work has already been successful, as within
the first half an hour of checking nest boxes we came across
a beautifully constructed dormouse nest in a box near to the
coppiced section of the woodland. Sadly, there was no-one
home, but it was with elation that we studied the
architecture of the nest and recorded the find. This elation
only increased upon discovery of a second dormouse nest,
this time within the generally more appealing section of the
woodland, and we promptly took the bunged nest box off
the tree and placed it into a large plastic bag for processing.
It was at this point that we were to
experience the darker side of the
dormouse.
Despite
exceptional
handling from Amber Bicheno, one
of our trainees, this tiny, cute, fluffy
creature unleashed teeth that easily
carve into hazelnut shells and sunk
them into Amber’s finger. Feeling
betrayed, Amber relinquished the
dormouse and those sharp strong
teeth to me; I felt very grateful to be
next in line for potential savaging.
As Amber lifted her blood-covered
hand out of the bag, I delved mine
Expert handling, sad betrayal and pregnant dormouse pics by Gary Robert Price
in; and breathed a sigh of relief when
little miss dormouse behaved this time and allowed me to scoop her up safely, examine her, and pop her in a bag for
weighing. On examination, and confirmed by weight, we discovered the reason that this female dormouse was not a
happy bunny [some species confusion there Sam] – she was pregnant! Our elation returned, increased by tenfold, and
we promptly returned her to her little home and left her in peace.
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A few feet away, we discovered the potential
source of little miss dormouse’s discomfort
with yet another nest, which this time
contained a male dormouse, much smaller,
less active and certainly more friendly. As
is more usual with dormice, this little guy bit
nobody and instead kept calm whilst we
examined and weighed him, and returned
him to his slumber.
On completion of the monitoring session, we
high-fived and left the site feeling very
positive and confident that the dormouse
population at Harton Hollow is, if not yet
stable, certainly recoverable with continued
There will be blood!
management of the woodland. We are now
Pic Gary Robert Price
in September, and are looking forward to
the discovery of little jelly-bean sized
dormouse babies in this magical woodland!

Further reading:
SHROPSHIRE WILDLIFE TRUST (2017) Harton Hollow. [Online] Available from:
https://www.shropshirewildlifetrust.org.uk/reserves/harton-hollow

Dormouse in torpor. Pic: Gary
Small image: Sam

TESCO. (2017) Bags of Help for local projects. [Online] Available from:
https://www.groundwork.org.uk/Sites/tescocommunityscheme
Sam Devine-Turner

Photographic Records

Compiled by Lorcán Adrain, Shropshire County Mammal Recorder

with credit to the photographers and submitters of the records

Every now and again recorders will supply a photo with the mammal record as part of the validation process. This
is extremely useful as it can confirm the record or even correct one that has been misidentified.
Here are some photos sent over the past few months.
Lorcán Adrain
Otter spraint, Lutra lutra
Karen Jane Mitchell

Water shrew, Neomys fodiens
31 March 2017
Tris Pearce
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Badger, Meles meles
28 March 2017
Nick Martin

Otter, Lutra lutra
2 March 2017
Steven Pearson

Badgers, Meles meles
19 July 2017
Peter Evans

Stoat, Mustela erminea
16 July 2017
Robin Bennett

Hedgehog, Erinaceus europeaus
19 July 2017
Julie Burroughs

Hedgehog, Erinaceus europeaus
13 July 2017
Kylie Hilton

Field vole, Microtus agrestis
20 June 2017
Dan Wrench

Hedgehog, Erinaceus europeaus
6 May 2017
Peter Evans
Brown rat, Rattus norvegicus
3 August 2017
Trevor Talbot

Hazel dormouse, Muscardinus avellanarius
August 2017
DavidAdams

Rabbit, Oryctolagus cuniculus
25 March 2017
Angela Lidgett
If you do spot a mammal in Shropshire, please enter it by going to bit.ly/SMGrecord or by sending
details, photos or spreadsheets to me at smgrecords@gmail.com Many thanks.
Lorcán Adrain Mammal recorder for VC40
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A weekend under the Farnes
Words & photos by Hannah Farley

This is the third year I have ventured up north for this club diving trip,
known for its grey seal interaction and it never disappoints! The
sweeping view of St Aiden’s beach with Bamburgh Castle perched on
the edge greeted us as we arrived at our B&B home for the weekend
and the long journey was soon forgotten. Within an hour we were out
enjoying the beach, spotting eider ducks and practising our sport kite
skills
Saturday morning kicked off our diving trips, we got kitted up and
were ready to go in the harbour by 8am. Our boat for the weekend
was the Glad Tidings which ferried us calmly over to the first dive site,
The Hopper which is known for large amounts of seal action which in
all honesty was what we
wanted. When we got there it was apparent most of the
other dive boats had heard the same therefore it was quite a busy first dive and
the most disorganised of the weekend which usually happens on a trip until you
get back into sea diving again.
The second dive of the day was when our seal luck started to change and I met
the wonderful Alan, my seal friend
who was very good at sneaking!
We split into smaller groups for this
dive and there was just our boat at
the dive site. We bumbled around
for a good forty minutes exploring
the area with some seals nibbling
our fins along the way. We spotted loads of crabs, lobster, jellyfish, pollock
and even a sea hare but the best bit was yet to come. Once our dive had
ended, we surfaced and waited for the boat to pick us up. While we were
waiting I made my grey seal friend for life; Alan. I was bobbing on the surface

with my face submerged as I could see he was approaching me; slowly he got closer and closer getting more curious
going to the surface and bobbing just underneath, I was watching him and at one point I could hear my buddies behind
me shouting to lift my head up so I did and there he was his whiskers tickling my face, staring each other in the eye!
He stayed there for at least thirty seconds and then bombed back underwater. What a magnificent creature to be so
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Google Maps

This August bank holiday, I accompanied several other divers from
Telford’s Immerse School of Diving to battle our way through the bank
holiday traffic to Seahouses in Northumberland, gateway to the Farne
Islands and home to the best fish and chip shop in the country!
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close to! Our friendship didn’t end there he was very curious and had taken a
shine to me he decided to come back for more and did the same thing again.
Alan was definitely the grey seal star of the weekend and I was buzzing when I
got back on the boat after our meeting!

We were lucky
enough to do four
more dives for the
rest
of
the
weekend
during
which we were
treated to a bucket
load of grey seal interaction and an insight into the beautiful
coastline of the UK. During a choppy dive at Crumb
stone we hid ourselves at about two to three metres,
clinging onto the kelp and enjoyed more seal
interaction than I have ever had before. They were
literally coming from all directions munching on all our
fins being very inquisitive and one quite shy but very
curious seal stayed with us the whole of the dive
(we nicknamed Wroderick). We even caught one
seal
chasing
its
tail
exactly
as a dog
would
do when it is playing. On other dives we stumbled
across a huge anchor whilst crossing a very strong
current in a gully, saw a huge grey seal having a nap
upright in the kelp, had a pickpocket seal trying to
get into our dry suit pockets and met a seal partial to a Go-Pro for breakfast.
The weekend of diving was an amazing, memorable experience and a fantastic glimpse into the life of the Farne Island
grey seal colony, their behaviour, character, curiosity and their beauty, especially Alan!
Hannah Farley
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The last word from me but hopefully it’s just the start for the…

...Shropshire Otter Project!

by Leah Patterson

The Shropshire Otter Project began back in September 2016 with a blank page and a very
large county to explore. Coming to Shropshire Wildlife Trust was a big deal for me, a second
year undergrad from a big city, with little experience in surveying, let alone surveying
secretive otters. But I wanted to make it work and do a good job in the process, so I got
my head in the books and tried to swat up as much as I could. After numerous discussions
with the rest of the Rivers Team at the Wildlife Trust we come to the conclusion that we
should just get out there and see what we could find. After all, you won’t know what’s out
there until you look.
With that in mind, I thought it best to have a practice run at a survey and in December
2016, Sam Devine-Turner, Stuart Edmunds, Pete Lambert and I headed to the Sundorne
Brook, just a mile or two from Shrewsbury. We ambled up and down stretches of the brook
hoping to spot an otter but it wasn’t to be; instead we found two spraints and a few slides.
In my book, it was a great start – the survey went well, we found some signs and made
some new records. Now I knew the survey plan worked, it was time to get to work on the
rest of the county.
The next few surveys lead Sam and I to the Weir Brook, the River Perry, the Montgomery
Canal and the Morda. I decided to make this a repeated outing and aimed to survey each waterway on a monthly basis
for five months so we could see if seasonality had any effect on the presence of otters. At first, the survey took us
almost two days to complete and although we found signs of otters, we just weren’t efficient enough. So, we streamlined
our action plan and the next survey was modified to just seven points on each waterway. By condensing our locations,
we managed to get the whole survey completed in around six hours. We were
getting good at this!
In March 2017, a small group of volunteers helped to build two artificial otter holts
on one of the Trust’s nature reserves (See SMGN30). We hoped we would get an
inhabitant but after four visits back to the holts, unfortunately there were no signs
of otters, although there were distinct badger marks around the holts, which was
encouraging.
May to August brought numerous surveys, carnivals, otter events and more! We
managed to survey the River Roden, the Sleap Brook, the Corve, Earls Hill, Habberley Brook and
still complete our repeated monthly surveys. Again, we found numerous signs of otter on every
waterway and it was really encouraging to know that there are viable populations of otters
dispersed across the county.

Badger signs which
resemble beaver gnawings
(See Tris Pearce’s article
‘Spring mammaling on the
floodplain’ in SMGN30)

In June, the Shropshire Otter Project made it to the Bridgnorth
Carnival and we had the honour of winning best float. The Rivers
Team and the Otter Project had commissioned a huge wicker otter
named Bill which was designed and hand crafted by a talented local
artist, Bill Sample of Stiperstones. Bill the otter has since been at
the Cut in Shrewsbury and at Merefest over the summer. Plans to
make him a permanent showpiece at the Trust are in place and it’s
nice to know everyone enjoyed
seeing him on his travels.
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In mid-June, we headed out on the Love Your Magnificent Severn (#LYMag7) annual canoe trip along the River Severn.
A five day trip started at the border of Wales and Shropshire and finished some 70-odd
miles downstream on the border of Worcestershire. Along the way we collected
numerous species records, gained some muscles from paddling and had a real good
time. I personally learned a lot from our county botanist, Dan Wrench, who I shared a

canoe with for two days. I’ve never
been great at botany but his
enthusiasm and extensive knowledge
was great to be part of. Mid-way though the trip, I spotted the Holy Grail! The morning
had started with a brew on the river bank, as had the previous days, only on this
particular morning, I spotted an otter swimming from the near to the far bank some
fifteen metres to my right. Cue the high pitched “OTTER!” shout and eight fully grown adults giggling like schoolchildren
in disbelief. Safe to say that was the highlight of my year.
Another highlight of the Otter Project has been the Tesco Bags of Help grant we were awarded, with the help of people
voting for us in their local Tesco stores. It was fantastic to know that people around the county cared so much for the
otter and what we were doing to monitor our population. We won by a landslide and the grant enabled us to run two
otter events at the Trust, as well as buy some camera traps which will help in the future of the project.
The first of the Shropshire Otter Events was held in July at the Cut in Shrewsbury. We took a
leisurely walk to the Rea Brook and as a group; we found footprints and an otter spraint under a
bridge just a few hundred metres from the Wildlife Trust. I gave a short presentation on the
ecology and behaviour of the Otter and we discussed how the Otter Project was coming along.
As places were limited for this event, we ran another event in mid-September. Again, it was very
well attended and greatly received so we hope to run more of these in the future.
In essence, the aim of the study was to survey water bodies in Shropshire, recording the presence
and absence of otters Lutra lutra. The objectives were to update the current records database
and help lay the baseline foundations for future research into otters in the county. We used the
standard method for surveying for otters, using public footpaths and bridges crossing waterways.
We tried to streamline and be as efficient as possible whilst still maintaining high standards.
In reality, it was much more than that. Yes we collected 67 new records and gained some valuable experience, but it
was a successful year for me personally. I got to be part of the Rivers Team, working with some great people, who,
individually, are very inspiring and extremely knowledgeable but as a team; they are outstanding at what they do. I
made some great friends and I developed as a surveyor. All in all, a very successful year and I’ll go back to Uni with
lots of stories to tell.
Finally, I’d like to make a special mention and thank Sam Devine-Turner for being my partner in crime from day one on
the Shropshire Otter Project. We did OK!
Leah Patterson – Shropshire Wildlife Trust
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Skulls of the larger British carnivores
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by Ric Morris

As part of the second Shropshire Otter Project evening which took place on 14 September, I was asked by my SWT
colleague Pete Lambert to say a few words on the skeletal anatomy of the otter. Now it may surprise you that as a
massive bones geek I have had comparatively little hands-on experience with otter bones, partly because the correct destination
for roadkill otter carcasses these days is the Cardiff Otter Project rather than a large freshly dug hole under my flowerbeds or
in one of my macerating tubs. So naturally I felt it important to describe some of the more commonly found carnivore skulls
which may perhaps otherwise be mistaken for those of otters. And so, here are some of my Powerpoint slides offering a lightning
journey through the cranial anatomy of Britain’s largest carnivores…

First, the domestic carnivores; pet skulls are not often found in the field but they do turn up from time to time; cats lost as road
casualties, and dogs, perhaps, for more sinister animal welfare reasons (see my article ‘Canine cranial conundrums!’ in SMGN25).
The ‘dental formula’ refers to numbers of upper and lower incisors, canines, premolars and molar teeth in each half of the dental arch.

Foxes and badgers are certainly the most common carnivore skulls to pick up in the countryside.
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These otter skulls are part of the collection of Melanie Gould (SpringWatch Unsprung Hero 2016) and are held under a Natural
England licence. I would like to thank Melanie and her family for access to her osteology collection for photography and research
for my Skulls and bones of British mammals book project. Follow her on Twitter as @MelanieGbones.

Some general notes on the otter skeleton:
•
•
•

A medium sized mammal with a small head, short legs, narrow ribcage and a long strong, thick tail
The spinous processes on the thoracic vertebrae are much shorter and less prominent than either fox or badger
The limb bones (humerus, radius and ulna in the forelimb; femur tibia and fibula in the hind) are proportionally
shortened compared to other British carnivores and all limb bones very robust
Ric Morris
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Words and trailcam images by ‘Jay Fox’

In some ways I may be preaching to the converted with this article, as many will already be aware of the vote
on fox hunting that’s around the corner at the National Trust’s AGM, but
there’s a good chance of explaining in this newsletter here about why
they should be defended on the grounds of conservation, let alone
morality. I can’t recall them particularly being mentioned in the State of
Nature 2016, which said the majority of UK wildlife is in decline, even
though at that stage BTO data say that red foxes had declined by 34%
since 1996 (they now say 39%). Despite this, I also can’t recall any
outrage from The Wildlife Trusts over widespread legal fox culling, nor
over what is clearly widespread illegal fox hunting for sport, even though
similar practices for the badger (DEFRA’s legal badger cull & illegal
badger baiting) are met with fury. I do recall, however, the RSPB’s
recent publishing of how many foxes they have culled despite their
decline.
This is not necessarily a criticism of those charities, I am just presenting what is in my opinion clearly double standards
in how the fox & badger are treated despite their similar sizes, diets and behaviour. It might be this attitude that has
meant that the National Trust, which has rejected badger culling on its land, still offers so-called ‘trail hunt’ licences to
fox hunts (I will call them what they are). These licences, and the ‘trail hunt’ scam in general, are fooling fewer and
fewer people every day, especially as media attention on the issue intensiﬁes. The most recent article was published in
the Independent, (see text box below) and revealed the tensions under the surface in rural communities where fox
hunters force opponents of hunting into submission & silence. Those who revealed their stories in the article did so under
pseudonyms, and they showed that fox hunting is alive & well.
‘Awarded the Unesco World Heritage site title earlier this summer, the national park
is one of Britain’s most popular tourist areas – arguably the most beautiful, attracting
more than 15 million visitors a year. Yet few tourists have any idea of the tensions
that lie below the surface, increasingly tearing apart the communities in its pretty
villages and around its picturesque mountains and valleys…. Residents say the issue
dominates their lives: many say they are intimidated into silence, feel trapped in their
homes – or are being forced out of them – and have lost conﬁdence in the police’s
willingness to act against what they see as criminal activity.’
(Jane Dalton at independent.co.uk; 17 September 2017)
Fox killed on Buttermere by the Melbreak
The fox hunts referred to in this article reside in the Lake District - the
Hunt on 05/11/2015. Body retrieved by
Cumbrian fell packs, who aren’t mounted, but follow their hound packs on
Cumbria Hunt Monitors.
foot. The National Trust, who own
Photo: Cumbria Hunt Monitors
approximately 22% of the Lake
District, licence them; some of the hunts would most likely collapse if their
access to Trust land was denied. They aren’t the only hunts the Trust licences,
though. In Shropshire, the Ludlow Hunt, the South Shropshire Hunt, the
United Hunt and the Wheatland Hunt have all received Trust licences in recent
years; perhaps they will again for the current hunting season. The National
Trust may have updated their rules on hunt licences and in theory they make
things more difﬁcult for the hunts, but in practice many members of the antihunt campaigning community saw it as nothing more than an attempt to
quash the members’ resolution that will be voted on next month. Lo and
behold, the Board’s later response was to encourage members to vote against the anti-hunting resolution. This resolution
calls for an end to the licences offered to hunts under all circumstances, as a method of closing down their selection of
false alibis. These include ’trail hunting’, ‘hound exercise’ and the forms of hunting exempt from the Hunting Act 2004
that are cynically exploited by hunts, such as the falconer’s exemption. Every member of the National Trust gets a
chance to vote on this. Online voting is already open, postal voting papers should have been received by all members
by the time this is published, and there is also the option of attending the AGM yourself. For some simple voting guidance,
look no further than that provided by the League Against Cruel Sports -> http://bit.ly/2fsl8NZ.
‘Jay Fox’ is a pseudonym whose true identity is known to the Editor.
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by Dave Lewis

Social media are funny ol’ things – you get notices left, right and centre with some catching
your eye, some with mild interest and some not. The notice of a public discussion about rewilding native species and its implications was definitely an eye-catcher for me; since it was
to be hosted by Pentabus in the Ludlow Assembly Rooms – albeit on a Saturday evening – it seemed churlish not to
attend.

Andy

Jay

Photos: AFP /Geoff Ward

jaygriffiths.com

Joel
sohotheatre.com

Alicia
Alicia

Richard
farminguk.com

Tony
wolfwatchuk.com

Pics: Alicia & Ric (skull of course)

The evening was hosted in advance of the forthcoming Pentabus production Wolves Are Coming For You which will open
at the end of this month and tour until 18th October. The discussion was quite well patronised by about 50-60 people
and the panel sat on a raised platform; chaired by our own naturalist, wordsmith and photographer Andrew Fusek Peters,
the panel consisted of Jay Griffiths (author), Joel Horwood (playwright), Alicia Leow-Dyke (Welsh Beaver Project Officer),
Richard Yates (local area farmer) and Tony Haighway (Wolf-Watch UK). The
Pentabus team were on hand and a side table was in place with Andy’s books and
calendars; Alicia had brought a taxidermied beaver as well as a beaver skull along
with pamphlets, reports and leaflets about the project.
Each of the panellists had a slot to introduce themselves and their take on the principal of re-wilding –
some taking more advantage of the chair’s generous time-keeping than others.
As an audience member I had no idea what or how the evening was to progress but after the
introductions, Andy opened up the discussion to the floor with his own observations and comments.
The audience participation was a mixture of comments and questions – and Andy directed the
interchange to the appropriate panellist.
If I can summarise the lively evening; the panel was
broadly split into the art-romantics (Jay and Joel) and the practical
pragmatists (Alicia, Richard & Tony).
The responses were somewhat
stereotypical but well-considered and argued. Richard, quite reasonably was
at best ambivalent about some re-introductions for welfare and financial
reasons; Tony, rather surprisingly, provided a good argument for not reintroducing wolves in the UK for very pragmatic reasons and Alicia gave good
account of the environmental keystone that the beavers provide yet still has
to be managed carefully. The more philosophic stances of Jay and Joel were
worthy additions to the discussion and I believe that the evenings’
interchanges hardly scratched the surface of the broader debate – but it was
a great start. I could quite easily see this as a worthy topic for the BBC’s
Public Philosopher radio series. Perhaps the more memorable questions of
the evening was along the lines of ‘Do you want to save the curlew or the
hen harrier?’ Needless to say that Andy in the chair was distraught to the
fact that there had to be a choice.

Having a grammar nerd’s eye for journalistic
oddities, I admit I’d hoped this might have read
‘Unleashing wolves at night discussed at Ludlow’.
(Ric) Framegrab: Shropshire Star

And that is a good place to end the summary – it is a question of choices,
and how much we all are prepared to pay, indulge, tolerate and educate for
the sake of the environment and our enjoyment of it.
Dave Lewis
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by Ric Morris

As readers will have noticed, I am not shy of publicising the occasional Shropshire Wildlife Trust
event if I think it may be of interest to SMG members, and over the last year or so I have been
very happy to drive along to my local SWT branch at Clun & Bishops Castle, where visitors are always assured
of a warm welcome and an entertaining evening. The September meeting didn’t disappoint; the speaker was Jenny
Aylwin Foster, who is a passionate local rehabilitator for sick and injured hedgehogs and a member of the British
Hedgehog Preservation Society.
I must apologise for slightly truncating the correct title of her talk, which was The hazards of being a 21st century
hedgehog. These hazards are a very different set of perils from merely being underweight or not-thriving; the ill but
physically uninjured hogs which Sara Pearce and friends have been fostering over the last couple of years. Jenny outlined
many of the hazards in frightening and sickening detail. It’s true to say that such hazards are perhaps even more deadly
in the 21st century since the hogs’ age-old defence against threat is to simply curl up and wait until the threat moves on.
However this tactic does not work against motor vehicles, bonfires, cattle grids, brutal human beings (including,
disturbingly, children) or simply careless ones with strimmers. All of these perils and more can inflict horrendous injuries
on our spiny chums and the local hogs are indeed fortunate that there are experienced and caring rehabilitators such as
Jenny and her colleagues to step in when needed.
But it wasn’t all doom and gloom by any
means. We were reminded of the many
ways in which we can make life easier for
our nocturnal garden visitors – only using
organic garden herbicides and insecticides;
checking
carefully
before
mowing,
strimming or lighting bonfires; leaving wild
corners; ensuring good garden connectivity
with neighbours by leaving holes in fences;
putting an escape ramp into garden ponds
and very importantly, putting out drinking
water and the meaty type of cat food at
night for your hogs. By close of the evening
the capacity audience was so full of love for
hedgehogs that we were thrilled to make
the acquaintance of ‘Sooty’, a young
hedgehog who’d patiently waited in his
carrier all evening in the peace and quiet of
the ladies’ loo. Sooty was thought to be
only a few weeks old, and had been rescued
from the vehicle inspection pit at Clun Garage where he had spent
much of August Bank Holiday weekend. His spines and fur had
been thoroughly cleansed of oil and other toxins and he was now
fattening up prior to a likely eventual release once he hits the magic
600 grams hibernation weight!
Now I have to confess here that I had intended to illustrate this
report with some photographs of the lovely Sooty and his handler
Jenny, not to mention the delighted audience members who
enjoyed their close encounter (I took several, carefully ensuring I
wasn’t using close-up flash on my compact camera) but when I got
home I took the card out of the camera, - you guessed it – put it
‘somewhere safe’, and cannot now locate it. So these scans of
some fascinating hedgehog leaflets, (just two of dozens that Jenny
had brought along) will have to do you!
Ric Morris
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The discovery of the ‘#mysterymandible’

by Ric Morris & various tweeters

Just as I was ‘putting the Newsletter to bed’ as we journalists say, some fascinating news was breaking on
Twitter concerning something that had been found during Stuart’s latest pine marten scat hunt on Sunday 24th
September. Now it is a true but little known fact (and one I have not yet openly confessed to my good friend Mr
Edmunds) that when I join these scat hunts, I am not actually looking for scat at all; I am seeking bones. Unfortunately
I was not in attendance that day, and as luck would have it, somebody found a bone. Not just any bone, but in fact,
ahem - a ‘massive bone’. A #mysterymandible, no less. And it is with this sort of discovery in mind that I devised my
skull and bones ID course, in the hope that members can one day become familiar enough with found bones to enable
them to create and support mammal records for the county recorders. But… follow the numbered panels and let the
tweets take over the story…
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by Sam Devine-Turner
SMG Events Coordinator

Water voles

with Malcolm Monie (SWT Church Stretton Branch event)
When? Wednesday 4th October 2017; 1930 hrs
Where? Methodist Church Hall, Church Stretton, SY6 7BG
Description: SMG Treasurer and Membership Secretary Malcolm Monie will talk about his work with
water voles in North Shropshire where he leads the Whitchurch Water Vole group, which carry out vital
habitat management and survey work.
Info: £2 for SWT members, £3 for non members, including refreshments. Info: Wally Blake, 01694 724090

Deer and their place in the landscape

with Alan Reid (SWT Ludlow Branch event)
When? Thursday 12th October 2017; 1930 hrs
Where? Ludlow Mascall Centre, Lower Galdeford, Ludlow, SY8 1RZ
Description: Alan Reid is a Forestry Commission Wildlife Ranger responsible for deer management. The
2,500-acre Mortimer Forest was once a Saxon hunting ground but now it is managed by the Forestry
Commission to preserve rare species. The rare long-haired fallow deer was discovered here during the
1950s.
Info: £2 / £3, including refreshments. Info: Graham Hubbard, 01584 872035 or ludlowswt@hotmail.co.uk.

Nibbled nut hunt

with Sam Devine-Turner
When? Saturday 14th October 2017; time TBC
Where? Location to be confirmed
Description We will search woodland the hopes of finding distinctive dormouse nibbled nuts, as well
as identifying those eaten by squirrels, wood mice and bank voles. We will also carry out a 'mammal
safari', identifying tracks & signs of other mammals present in order to build up a list of records for the site.
Info: Please email Sam on shropshiredormousegroup@gmail.com to book your place and receive location details when
confirmed.

Shropshire's Dormice

with Hannah Farley & Stuart Edmunds (Telford Wildlife Forum /SWT)
When? Thursday 24th October 2017; 1930 hrs
Where? Horsehay Village Hall, Bridge Road, Horsehay, Telford, TF4 2NF
Description: SWT’s Hannah Farley will tell us about the ecology, distribution and conservation of this
charismatic mammal. There will also be an update on the pine marten project from Stuart Edmunds.
Info: £2 / £3 etc. Info: Stephen Mitchell 01952 590820 or Rob Doran 01952 407021

British mammal skull & bones ID workshop

with Ric Morris

(Herefordshire Mammal Group event)

When? Saturday 11th November 2017 1000 hrs. Expecting to finish about 1600 hrs.
Where? Hampton Bishop Village Hall, HR1 4JY.
Description: Bone ID skills revealed at last!
Info: £12 to cover HMG’s costs; places limited. Priority given to HMG members. Prior booking essential!
Contact Leigh Russell on leigh_russ2003@yahoo.co.uk.

And Finally…

Once again, heartfelt thanks to everyone who writes such fantastic articles for the newsletter; great words, great photography
brought to you once more by members and friends of Shropshire Mammal Group! The observant amongst you will have noticed
I’ve ditched the clip art on the Newsletter mast head for 2017, and I’ve been using the covers of the four Ladybird What to Look
for… seasons books. If you are old enough to remember these from your youth, you are in good company; Michaela Strachan of
BBC Springwatch told the Radio Times earlier this year how much Ladybird wildlife books had inspired her own love of nature as
a child. These are very difficult times for our environment, the countryside and its wildlife and while it is vital to focus on the
threats and to do what we can to address them, it is also important to enjoy getting out and experiencing the changes in our
seasons first hand. So we must keep on taking our pleasure from the simple things in life; making time for a walk several times
a week and just looking for mammal signs on your own patch. Please do send your records in to Lorcán Adrain; his contact details
on the foot of each page. And write me something for SMGN33! You know it makes sense! Get scribing!
Cheers, Ric Morris
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